About Us
Welcome to Hamswell Lifecare, Ahmedabad, Gujarat

Hamswell Lifecare is a
( ISO 9001 : 2015 )
certified pharmaceutical company based in Ahmedabad Gujarat.
It is the result of a vision to reach the public with a highquality product. Quality has been a major guiding key in the
Hamswell Lifecare. The entire product is created using modern
manufacturing technology and checked for quality by a devoted
team of highly certified Quality Control professionals.
Hamswell Lifecare works on a distinct business model known as
“PCD”. PCD or Propaganda is a unique model of low distribution
business that empowers youth to provide entrepreneurship
opportunities in their fields. PCD helps people think big and
gets them step by step to own a company in their field. The
PCD Model of Late business has grown well in India and has
grown tremendously. Hamswell Lifecare was one of the few PCD
pharma companies that started with this company when this
concept was introduced and all these are growing rapidly
today.
Today consistency and hard work in quality have made Hamswell
Lifecare a synonym for the top PCD Pharma company in India,
head office in Ahmedabad, Gujarat state. The success of the
entire division has been an inspiration to work hard and
launch new innovative divisions that will empower lots of
people.One of our reasons for success is the discovery,
development, and distribution of a wide range of innovative
and highly advanced pharmaceutical products covering major
therapeutic segments like Pain Management, Antibacterials,
Cough & Cold Preparations, Antispasmodics, Diabetology,
Cardiology, Anti-ulcerants, Dermatologicals, Antipyretics,
etc. in different dosage forms at reasonable price. Hamswell
Lifecare is determined to chase its mission to become a leader
in the PCD business model by following aggressive business
policies.

Our vision is to provide high grade medicines at a reasonable price which
will help our country to make progress in medical field and to ensure the
world is free of diseases and illness. We are always trying to discover
new medicines and new cures to make a statement in the medical field.

OUR MOTTO
Our motto is to push the boundary and make use of every single
opportunity which we are getting to excel in
the pharmaceutical field. We are making every attempt to make
our products globally available and sell our products at
reasonable prices to the general public.

Health is a boon and we are dedicated towards
providing you what is beneficial for your
health with our enhanced medications.
Request A Price List
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